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We investigate the dynamics of quasilinear relaxation of an electron beam in a plasma in the presence 
of a strong magnetic field (wH >> wo). We show that the plateau of/ovz = 0 on the longitudinal velocity 
distribution function, which occurs under Cerenkov excitation, is unstable against cyclotron excitation 
of oscillations by the anomalous Doppler effect. This instability leads to an increase of the transverse 
energy in the beam and to an inclination of the longitudinal-velocity plateau, with of/ov < 0. A solu
tion is obtained for the quasilinear system of equations describing the dynamics of thisz relaxation 
stage. 

1. Several recent papers c1- 6 J are devoted to investiga
tions of quasilinear relaxation of an electron beam, 
made under the assumption that the spectrum of the ex
cited oscillations is one-dimensional. As is well 
known c7 ' 8 l, the assumption that the spectrum of the 
Langmuir oscillations is one-dimensional is satisfied if 
the magnetic field in the plasma-beam system is suffi
ciently strong, such that wH » wo. In this case the 
maximum of the growth increment corresponds to 
Cerenkov excitation (k vres = wk) of oscillations propa
gating along the magne1i~ field. The diffusion of the 
beam particles in the field of the waves excited by them 
leads to the formation of the plateau of/ovz = 0 on the 
longitudinal-velocity distribution function, and to a limi
tation on the growth of the Cerenkov branch of the os
cillations. 

We shall show below, however, that the plateau 
of/ovz = 0 on the distribution function is unstable against 
cyclotron excitation of oscillations by the anomalous 
Doppler effect (kzvfes = wk + wH)- For this reason, the 
analysis in c1- 6 J describes only the initial stage of the 
process of quasilinear relaxation of the beam in a strong 
magnetic field with wH » wo. During the succeeding and 
slower stage, oscillations are excited by the anomalous 
Doppler effect, and lead to diffusion of the resonant par
ticles along the lines 

i (l)k 
u_,_2 + u,2- 2 J k;dv, = const. 

On these lines we have 
dv _,_ v,- w,,jk, 
--=- <0 
dv, v _,_ 

and the diffusion is thus accompanied by an increase of 
the transverse energy in the beam and by a decrease of 
the longitudinal energy, i.e., an inclination of the 
plateau. The plasma relaxes to a state in which of00/Bvz 
< 0 for the resonant particles (see Fig. 1). An examina
tion of this stage of relaxation is contained in the pres
ent paper u. The results obtained here are in accord 

!)During the performance of this work, the authors learned that 
analogous considerations concerning the existence of an instability 
mechanism connected with cyclotron excitation of oscillations, and 
leading to an inclination of the plateau, were advanced by B. B. 
Kadomtsev and 0. P. Pogutse in connection with a discussion of 
collisionless heating in the Tokomak device. 
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FIG. I. Quasilinear relaxation of 
the longitudinal-velocity distribution 
function in the interaction of a beam 
with a plasma. 

f 

u, 

with experimental investigations performed by Frank [gJ 

and by Kharchenko et al. r1ol It was shown in these pa
pers that the process of collisionless relaxation in the 
plasma-beam system does not terminate when a plateau 
is established on the longitudinal-velocity distribution 
function (of/ovz = 0). The oscillations continue to build 
up in the system, and an inclination of the plateau takes 
place (of/ovz < 0). It should be noted, however, that the 
mechanism of "plateau" transformation considered by 
us is not the only one. Thus, Mikhallovskil' and Jung
wirth cuJ considered the possibility of a quasilinear 
transformation of the "plateau" in a spatially- inhomo
geneous beam, connected with the development of a 
beam- drift instability. To explain the mechanism with 
which the experimentally-observed inclination of the 
plateau is connected, it is necessary to perform addi
tional measurements. Thus, if the inclination of the 
plateau is connected with cyclotron excitation of oscilla
tions, it should be accompanied by an appreciable in
crease of the transverse energy in the beam. In addi
tion, in the case of cyclotron excitation decreases the 
growth increment of the oscillations with increasing 
ratio WH/Wo, therefore an increase of this ratio should 
be accompanied by an increase of the characteristic 
time within which the inclination of the plateau takes 
place. 

2. The quasilinear equations for the distribution func
tions of resonant particles f(t, v 1 , vz) and the spectral 
density of the oscillation energy I Ek(t) 1 2 in a lon~itudinal 
magnetic field Ho II Oz have the following form r12 : 

of e2 i ~ ( nroH a a ) 
-=--2 Jk_,_dk_,_ L; -- ----k, 
at 2nm .. ~-= . v j_ av j_ av, 

(1) 
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oiEt.lz ,mzez C!lJt .. C 
_a_t_ =- mk,2lkJll(C!l .. ) n~~.) dvJJn2(f.) 

x( nC!lH !f___-k,_!f_JIE .. Iz; 
V_j_ OV_j_ ov, .' 

k_~_v_~_ eHo 
k,v,= C!lk+nC!lH, 1.=--, C!lH= -, 

WH me 
(C!lkz_ C!l~) (C!lkz_ C!loz- C!lHZ) 4ne2no 

ll(C!lk) = , C!lo2 = ---. (2) 
Wo2C!lH'(C!lo2 + C!ln2 - ~ .. 2) m 

The frequency wk, as usual, is determined from the 
equation 

C!ltf- k_~_Z 

C!lk2 - con2 k2 
(3) 

It follows from (3) that the plasma oscillations exist 
only when 0 < wk < min(wo, wH), or else at max(wo, WH) 
< wk < (w~ + wl!) 112. For such wk, the function II(wk) is 
positive. 

Changing over in the right sides of (1) and (2) to the 
variables vz and 

r (!) .. 
w(n,k_~_) =v_~_•+vf-2_1 -dv, 

. k, 

(the dependence on n enters in w via the resonance con
dition kzVz = wk + nwH) we write down these equations 
in the following manner: 

of_ e2 ~ k dk ~ a [ k,2 ln2 (1.) of J (4) 
7ft- 2nm2 • _!_ _!_ n~-~ ov, IE .. IZ i£2 I v,- dco .. /dk, I a;;;- ' 

oiE .. I2 4n2e2 COk3 .. c of 
_o_t_ = mk, lkJII(co .. ) n~~.) dv_~_Jn•(t.) ov, IEklz. (5) 

It follows from (4) that the diffusion of the resonant 
particles occurs only along the lines w = canst. In the 
general case, this diffusion is not one-dimensional, 
owing to the crossing of the lines corresponding to dif
ferent nand k1 . The diffusion remains one-dimensional 
only in the case of excitation of oscillations at definite 
values of n and k1 , as is the case in a strong magnetic 
field, when the maximum of the increment corresponds 
to Cerenkov excitation (n = 0) of oscillations with k1 = 0. 
In this case the diffusion leads to establishment of a 
plateau along the line v 1 = canst. The increment of the 
Cerenkov excitation (n = 0) vanishes in this case for all 
k 1 , but, as can be shown, the increment remains positive 
when n > 0. 

Indeed, let us consider the stability of the plateau 
along the lines 

(vph = wk/kz) against excitation of any definite branch of 
oscillations leading to the diffusion of the particles along 
the lines 

w~ = v_~_2 + v,2- 2 J Vph~ dv, = const. 

Determining the growth increment for this branch from 
(5) and substituting the distribution function in the form 
f = f(wa), we obtain 

4:rt2e2 COk3 r 0 
y~=--·--- --ll(cok) .ldv_~_J., 2 (/.)-j 

mk, lkzl . av, 

[ (' J 8n•e• COt.a 
X wP+2 ~(vph~-vph")dv, =---

1
-.-

1 
II({J)t.) 

mk, k, 

c of 
X[Vph~(v,)-Vph"(v,)].) dv_~_ln2 (/.,)~· 

VD_j_ 
(6) 

In this paper we confine ourselves to electron distribu
tions that deerease monotonically with the increasing 
transverse velocity, llf/avj_ < 0 2>. Then, inasmuch as 
II > 0, we get from (6) that in the velocity distribution 
f(wa) the increment for the branch {3 is positive if the 
condition 

(7) 

is satisfied for Vz lying in the region of the plateau. In 
the case of Cerenkov excitation vffu = vz. Substituting 
vgh = vz- nwH/kz, we find that in the state with the 
longitudinal-velocity plateau llf/llvz = 0 all the resonan
ces with n > 0, corresponding to excitation of oscilla
tions by the anomalous Doppler effect, make a positive 
contribution to the increment (5) (see also Fig. 2). This 
result, which was first obtained by Andronov and 
Trakhtengerts UsJ, does not always signify, however, 
instability of the plateau, since the stabilizing action on 
the spectral of the resonances with n < 0 may turn out 
to be appreciable. However, in our case of a strong 
magnetic field, when the frequencies of the excited os
cillations wk ~ wokz/k « WH, resonances with n < 0 
correspond to interaction of an exponentially small num
ber of particles with the oscillations. It is therefore 
possible to neglect in (5) the terms with n < 0, and the 
"plateau" llf/llvz = 0 thus turns out to be unstable. 

Vz 

FIG. 2. Diffusion lines of resonant particles: !-diffusion lines in the 
case of Cerenkov excitation (n = 0), II -diffusion lines in the case of 
cyclotron excitation by the anomalous Doppler effect (n > 0). The 
height of the plateau on the lines I decreases with increasing vl. For 
such a velocity distribution afjavz>O along the lines II, and this can 
lead, in accordance with (5), to instability of the plateau. 

3. In the succeeding sections of this paper we shall 
examine, with the aid of the quasilinear equations (1) 
and (2), the time variation of the distribution function of 
the beam and of the spectral density of the excited os
cillations. We shall assume here that the stage of 
formation of the plateau llf/llvz = 0, which has been in
vestigated in detail earlier, has already been completed. 
In this stage, the beam excites one dimensional (k II Ho) 
oscillations with frequencies Wk ~ Wo and wave vectors 
kz = wo/vz. The energy of the excited oscillations is 

~ 1Et.l 2 
gc = ..::., -- ~ n1mvo liv 

k 4n 

(n1-density in the beam, Vo-initial beam velocity, 
~v-width of plateau). The characteristic time of this 
stage is 

2> By the same token, we exclude from consideration the instabilities 
connected with the presence of an average transverse velocity of the beam 
particles. The linear theory of such instabilities was considered in [13•14 ]. 
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(j~£ax and 18f are the final and initial energies of the 
Cerenkov branch of the oscillations), and in a suffi
ciently strong magnetic field the cyclotron excitation of 
the oscillations with kz = nwH/Vz cannot develop within 
that time. However, cyclotron buildup continues also in 
the state with a plateau on the distribution function, and 
should lead to a slow transformation of the plateau. 

In the investigation of the quasilinear equations we 
shall assume that the Larmor radius of the beam parti
cles is small, A « 1. In this case only the resonance at 
n = 1 is significant. In addition, we note that in a strong 
magnetic field, WH » Wo, it is sufficient to take into ac
count the cyclotron excitation of oscillations with fre
quency Wk = wokz/k. When Bf/Bvz = 0, the growth incre
ment for these oscillations is equal to 

n 2e2 k.L2 (llo S 
yD = ____,__ dv.Lf(t, v.L2), 

m k" (l)H 

The increment for the oscillations of frequency 

( (llo2 k.L2 ) 
(llk=WH 1+--,__ 

2oJH2 k2 

is small compared with (8) in the ratio wo/WH· 

(8) 

The cyclotron buildup of the oscillations leads to 
diffusion of the resonant particles along the constant
energy lines vj_ + v~ = const (vph << vz for the cyclotron 
branch in a strong magnetic field). The particles diffuse 
to smaller values of Vz, and the plateau of the longitud
inal velocities becomes inclined. As a result of the dif
fusion, the increment for the cyclotron branch of the 
oscillations decreases. However, owing to the mechan
ism of the Cerenkov absorption, the plateau Bf/Bvz = 0 
is restored, and the energy of the Cerenkov branch of 
the oscillations previously excited in the plasma then 
decreases. By the same token, conditions are again 
created for cyclotron buildup of the oscillations, etc. 
This process continues until the Cerenkov branch of the 
oscillations attenuates to zero. A stationary spectrum 
of cyclotron oscillations is excited in the plasma, and 
the distribution function of the resonant particles will be 
constant along the lines vj_ + v~ = const. 3 > 

The quasilinear system of equations describing such 
a process can be obtained from (1) and (2), and has the 
following form: 

In the derivation of (9)- (11) we confined ourselves to 

3l The quasilinear relaxation of the electron distribution in the oppo
site limiting case w 0 >wH, kvl>wH was considered in [ 16]. In that case, 
even if the spectrum of the oscillations excited in a direction perpendic
ular to the magnetic field or at an angle to the field is one-dimensional, 
the oscillation energy does not suffice to establish a plateau at all values 
of the resonant-particle velocity. As a result, the oscillations attenuate 
to zero, and only a certain approach to a state with a plateau (quasi
plateau) occurs in the course of the resonant-particle diffusion. 

FIG. 3. Distribution function and spectral 
energy density of the oscillations for the solu
tion described by (15). The spectrum bound
aries remain stationary when the instability 
develops (ilf/ilvzlvz=vo ±uo -+-oo. 

S f-av, 

~ I . 
I . I I . 
I . I . I . 
I · I I . 
I I 

the higher-order terms in the parameter wo/wH; IE~ 12 

in these equations is the spectral density of the os
cillation energy at kz = wo/vz (Cerenkov branch of the 
oscillations), and 1El[l 2 is the same quantity for 

kz = WH/Vz (cyclotron branch of the oscillations, excited 
by the anomalous Doppler effect). 

It follows from (11) that the growth increment of the 
cyclotron oscillations is maximal when kJ. = 2k~, and 

thus 1Erl2 should have a sharp maximum at this value 
of k14>. Using this circumstance, we can simplify Eqs. 
(9 )- (11), introducing into consideration the spectral en
ergy density of the oscillations, integrated over the 
transverse component of the wave vector, W(vz) 
= jdk1k1IEkl2 : 

aj e2 a [ we aj ] e• ( 1 a a 1 ) 
at = 2nm• av. -;;; av. + 12nm2 . v .L av .L - av, -;; 

:>< [ wn(v.L !!__ _ v.L• _!1_ )]' 
v, av.L v, av, , 

awe 4:rt2e2 i aj 
--=--wo J dv.L-we 

{)t mki av, , 

WH 
k,=-. 

v, 

(llo 
kz=-, 

v, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

4. We consider first the solution of the system 
(12)-(14) for the model transverse-velocity distribution 
shown in Fig. 3, wherein a narrow spectrum of oscilla
tions, with an increment independent of kz, is excited in 
the plasma. In this case we seek the solution of 
(12)- (14) in the form 

f=A(v.L2 ) +B(t,v.L2 )(v,-vo), 
we= C(t) Uo'-(~- Vo)". 

Uo2 - (v - v0 ) 2 
wn = D(t) ; . (15) 

If the conditions Buo « A and VoUo « v~ is satisfied, we 
have for the quantities B(t, v}), C(t), and D(t) the follow
ing system of equations: 

aB a v.L2 

{it= -aBC-6"--;;j" (B-B~)D, 

ac .. 
-= ~e ~ Bv.Ldv.LC, 
{)t 0 

oD ~ 
- = ~o ~ (B -B~)v.L3 dv.LD. 
at • 

(16) 

4>Actually such a spectrum of IE~1 2 is quasistationary. If we take 
into account in (II) the next higher order of smallness in the parameter 
-w0 /wH, then we find that the energy in the spectrum should be pumped 
over to smaller Vph. i.e., to larger kl, with an increment -")'Dw0 /wH. 
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Here 
ez 8n3e2 

a=--, ~c=--voz, 
2nm2vo mffio 

41t3e2 1 ffioz 1 
~D= 3''•mffiH2(1)o= 6·3''• (!)~ vr} ~c, 

B00 = 2vodA/dvj_ < 0 is the value of B as t- oo, when thE! 
distribution function is constant along the lines ~1 + v2 

. z = const. The system (16) has an mtegral 

(17) 

corresponding to the usual energy integral of quasilinea.r 
equations. In (17) we put B0 = B(t = 0), and in its deriva
tion we neglected the contribution of the initial noise, 
proportional to C(O) and D(O). 

During the initial stage of the instability, when the 
excitation of the Cerenkov branch takes place, it is 
possible to neglect the terms - D(t) in (16). During this 
stage, within a time 

1 t;max 
tC~-ln--

yc C(O) 
(yc = ~c 1 B0v.L dv.L) 

n 

the function C(t) reaches a maximum equal to 

~c .. 
Cmax = - ~ B0v .L dv .L• 

a o 

while B(t) decreases to zero. Subsequently, excitation of 
the cyclotron branch with a characteristic time 

~ 

1 D 2 vo2 ~B0v.L dv.L 
tD,_ -In~- tC~ ---=--0 ----

yD D(O) ffio2 ~ 

~ IB~Iv.L3 dv.L 

( y 0 = -~v! B~v.L3 dv.L) 
0 

takes place. With this, in accordance with the first 
equation of (16), the derivative Bf/Bvz = B(t} becomes 
negative, and the quantity C(t}, which determines the 
spectral energy density of the Cerenkov oscillations, 
begins to decrease with time. It is important, however, 
that in accordance with (17) the maximum spectral en
ergy density of the cyclotron oscillations is smaller by 
a factor w~/wH then that of the Cerenkov oscillations 5 >, 

~c ffio2 r 
Dmax=--J dv.Lv.L(BO-B"")• 

3''•a ffiH2 0 

Therefore in this stage of the instability, when both 
branches of the oscillations exist simultaneously, by 
virtue of the smallness of the ratio D/C « 1, !BI re
mains small and can be neglected compared with I B00 I 
(the condition of applicability of such an approximation 
will be clarified later). Then the last equation of (16) 

5lThe total energy - f dkzWD of the cyclotron oscillations is smaller 
than the energy of the Cerenkov oscillations by a factor w0 /wH, inas
much as the width of the spectrum for the cyclotron oscillations is 
larger by a factor wH/w 0 , namely, .6-K~- .6.k~wH/w0 . The smallness 
of the energy of the cyclotron oscillations is due to the fact that in the 
case of cyclotron excitation in a strong magnetic field, the lines of dif
fusion of the resonant particles are close to the constant-energy lines 
(the difference is in first order of smallness with respect to the paramet•~r 
-wo/WH). 

can be easily integrated: 

D(t) = D(O) exp (yDt), (18) 

and substitution of C(t} from (17) into the first equation 
of (16) yields the following equation for 

00 

I= jB(t, vj_)v1dv1 : 
0 

di (1 ) [2 ---:-+M --1 -6-+I"=O 
az z zP 

(19) 

In this equation 

When 1 - v » 1/fB, we can neglect in (19) the deriva
tive dl/ dz and the nonlinear term -I2 • Then 

I=-1°z/6(1-z). (20) 

This solution cannot be used when z - 1. Putting in (19) 
z = 1 - /:;, /:; « 1, we obtain the equation 

dl I I ) 
d1; + bJ \_ fl-1; = JO, (21) 

the solution of which is (see [17 J) 

I =I" [ 1;- i2~~~:6~i~)) J' (22) 

where 

<l>(x) = ) e-"dt. 
X 

when /:; » 1/fB, using the asymptotic form 

exp{ ~1;2 }<t> (V-6r;) ~ -~{ 1 __ 1 ), 
2 2 l'261; \ w 

we obtain (20) from (22). On the other hand, if /:; < 0 
and 11:: I » 1/o, then we get from (22) 

I = I 0 [r; - --1-- exp (-~ r;•)] . 
l'2n6 \ 2 

(23) 

At sufficiently large II:: I, when II:: I - ~ /1°, the condi
tion IBI « IB00 I is violated. However, for appreciably 
smaller 11:: I, when 11:: I ::;:: 1/fB, we can confine ourselves 
in (23) to only the first term which is linear in /:;. This, 
as can be readily seen, corresponds to the fact that 
only the contribution from the cyclotron oscillations is 
significant in the equation for B. Namely, using (17), we 
can show that C(t} is exponentially small under these 
conditions: 

~c ~c IO { 6 1 C== -- (I-I01;)= --:--:::ccoexp --1;• f· 
a a l'2n6 2 

(24) 

When o /:; > 1 we obtain for B(t, v}_) with the aid of (23) 

B = /01;u.L2B~ I! Boou.L3dv.L. 
0 

(25) 

In the case when only the cyclotron branch of the os
cillations is significant in ( 16). the solution of this sys
tem of equations can be readily obtained also without 
assuming that IBI is small compared with IB00 1. Its 
form is 

(26) 
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The connection between t and T is determined from 
the equation 

dt 1 [ 00 J-1 -=--= 1°-\ dv_~_v_LB00 (1-exp(-~nv_!_"'c)) . 
dt 1°-1 ~ 

(28) 

At small values of T, when, in accord with (27), 

t =- [ 3'ha wn' D- !•]/ ~n ~ dv.L V_j_'Boo = I"V~n 1 dv_!_ V_j_3Boo, 
~c wo2 0 o 

formula (26) for B(t, v~) goes over into (25). At large 
values of T we have B- B00 , corresponding to a plateau 
along the lines v~ + v~ = const, and D - nmax. 

5. The solution obtained in the preceding section 
describes the dynamics of the quasilinear relaxation of 
the velocity distribution, shown in Fig. 3. With such a 
distribution, there is excited in the plasma a sufficiently 
narrow oscillation spectrum, all the harmonics of which 
with respect to kz have the same increment. Let us 
proceed now to investigate the system (12)- (14) in the 
case when the plateau of/Bvz = 0 is established in a 
broad velocity interval Vmin < Vz < Vmax• Vmin"" V1, 
Vmax"" v2 (see Fig. 1). The maximum of the growth 
increment of the cyclotron oscillations with respect to 
k 1 is determined in the states with the plateau by the 
formula 

(29) 

and consequently, it is primarily the cyclotron oscilla
tions at Vz "" v0 which build up and reach saturation. 
Subsequently the boundary of the region in which the 
energy of the cyclotron oscillations is maximal shifts 
towards smaller Vz. 6 > It can be expected that, just as in 
the case of excitation of the Cerenkov branch of the os
cillations, considered by Ivanov and Rudakov[6 J, the 
solution of (12)- (14) will be a wave whose front moves 
in accordance with Vz = u(t). The distribution function 
f(t, v~, vz), which is the solution of Eqs. (12)-(14), will 
be sought in the form 

f = fo(l, v_~_') + f,(t, v_~_2, u,). 

Ahead of the wave front, i.e., as wD- 0, the distri
bution function is close to the longitudinal-velocity 
plateau. Indeed, for f1 we have in this velocity region, 
in accordance with (12), 

of, 2:nm2 v, ( v,- v,) a to 

ov, e' WC(v,) at 
(30) 

The value of wC ahead of the front, w£ax• will be deter
mined from the energy integral of the quasilinear equa
tions (12)- (14): ., 

w 2 8:n3mv 3 1 1 ) 
WC(v,)+ 3';,_::_ wn(v,)= ---' .\ dv, J dv_~_(f(t, v)- /(0, v) ). (31 

ffio2 Wo l', 

Hence 

(31') 

6lWe assume that when vz>v2 ""Yo the distribution function de
creases sufficiently rapidly with increasing velocity, and the cyclotron 
oscillations do not build up at these values of Vz. 

FIG. 4. Distribution function of the 
resonant particles and spectral density of 
the oscillation energy vs. Vz. 

W,f 

w' 

(we are considering the values of Vz such that f(t = 0) 
= 0). Substituting w£ax in (30), we obtain 

1 aj0 yn 
/1 ~ c-a < --clo<t:Jo. v t v 

On the wave front, the distribution function changes 
from a value fo(t, vj_) to a certain value f(t, v~ + v~), 
wC(vz) attenuates to zero, and wD(vz) increases from 
an initial value wp to a value 

n <JJo2 c 
Wmax(v,)= -3,1 2 Wmax(v,) 

'WH 

(see Fig. 4). Following[6 J, we seek the solution on the 
wave front in the form 

f1 (t, v_~_2 , v,) = f1 (t, vj_", v, -- u(t)) == f, (t, v_~_2, 1')), 

W(t, u,) = W(t, v,-- u(t)) ""'W(t, I'J). 

The width of the wave front 1:!.7) is small 
(!:!.11 - u ln-\wgax;wP), see below), and we therefore 
assume that the following conditions 

'

awl <luawl 
at 1 a11 

(32) 

are satisfied on the wave front (the dependence on 7J de
termines the rapid variation of f1 and W on the wave 
front, while the dependence on t determines the slow 
variation of these quantities as the front advances). 

Using conditions (32), we rewrite Eqs. (13), (14), and 
(31) on the wave front as follows: 

-zi oW~= irr'e' u•wc \ dv_j_ oj,, 
a11 mw0 a11 

(33) 

awn 4:n2e2 l' ( v _!_2 of, ) 
-zi--= --w0uWn J dv_1_ f+-- , 

a11 3'1zmwu2 u a11 
(34) 

awe , illH2 awn 8rr3mU3 (' 
-- +31•---= --- .l dv_L/. 

a11 wo2 a11 wo · 
(35) 

We consider first the solution of these equations at val
ues of 7J such that in terms of the variables (34) and (35) 
we can neglect the terms proportional to of1/o11 and f1. 
Then these equations can be simply integrated and lead 
to the following relations for wD and wC: 

wn(t, 1')) = w!ax(u)Z(I'J)' we (t, l')) = w ::ax(u) (1- Z(I'J)) (36) 

(77 < 0). We put here 

and wC and wD were defined above. max max 
Integrating (33), we get 

(' dv_1_j,=-~ ·Wo~ln[i-Z(I'J)] 
.l 4rr2e2 u• 

(37) 

and 
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It follows from the last equation that the condition 

I v_l_• oft v_l_• I of. I 
J--dVJ. ~- J-dVJ. ~ J fodVJ. 

u a~ u a~ 

is violated only if 

when wD ~ wgax(u). Then, as before 

~ j, dv J. ~) / 0 dv J.· 

Thus, up to values wD ~ wgax, the buildup of the 
cyclotron oscillations proceeds with the increment given 
by formula (29). The displacement of the wave front 
boundary u(t), can then be determined from the followin!~ 
approximate equation: 

(38) 

For the front width t:l.TJ we have from (36) and (38) 

I 3'"m WH2 u 1 1 1 WD 
8~ ::::::1 -~--- .1 dv.Lfo :::::: u/ln~. 

I 4n2e2 ooo u J ' Won 

The small width of the front makes the derivative 
of1/o11 on the wave front large if f1 is small. The equa
tion for the determination of the function f1 on the wave 
front can then be simplified, retaining only terms con
taining the higher-derivative with respect to 71. As a re·· 
sult, from the Eq. (12) written in terms of the variables 

TJ and t, 

we get, integrating once with respect to 11: 

oft VJ. iJfo WD(t,~) (39) 
8r)=Bu-av.L wc(t,~)+(vJ.'/6u') wn(t,~) · 

In deriving this equation we neglect the terms that are 
small compared with ln-1(WD jWD) « 1 and uD..77/v2 

max o 1 
« 1. Inasmuch as "VI~ v2(v2- u) (see (49') below), the 
last condition denotes smallness of the front width com-· 
pared with the distance traversed by the wave. When 
we» (v~/u2)WD, we get formulas (37) from (39). In the 
opposite limiting case, we« ("VI/u2)WD, we get from 
(39) 

Substituting of1/oTJ in (34) and (35) and integrating, we 
find that for these values of 71 we have wD - wgax, 
and we tends to zero quite rapidly, with a characteris
tic value 

~'lt = /~"·' _u 1 '{'av_1_ iJfo 1 ~ _1 ~ v_1_= ;s:: 8 
i 24rr2e2 ll 3 I J Z'j_ al'.J... __. '1 l1)H2 ll't. < T} 

0 

(the rapid attenuation of we in this region of 11 is due to 
the large value of the derivative of1/oTJ ). 

According to (39), the total change off on the front 
of the wave is small: 

U81] iJfo 
8/:t:;;---~/o. 

VJ._ OV_L 

Therefore the distribution function behind the wave 
front, i.e., as we- 0, is equal to fo(t, vi+ v~- u2(t)). 

6. We now proceed to derive an equation for fo(t, v~). 
To this end, we integrate (12) from v1 to v*. Inasmuch 
as we have we= 0 when Vz = vl and Vz = v* (see Fig. 4), 
we obtain as a result of the integration .. 

1 iJfo e• { 1 a v 1. r ( iJfo v 1. oft ) 
J-dv=-- ---Jd7JWD(tTJ) ----

i)t ' 12:rtm2 'VJ. OVJ. u ' iJv_1_ u OTJ ., 
VJ.2 (1 f}j 1 f}j)l } -WD(t v)- -----

,. z Vz2 · VJ. 8v.!. Vz iJVz v =v• • 
z 

(40) 

In the right side of this equation, the integration was 
carried out over the region of the wave front. Substitut
ing under th•e integral sign of1/o77 from (39), we trans
form the int,egral in the following manner: 

e2 1 a v J. r . ( iJfo v _l_ oft ) -------· laT)WD(t,T)) -----
12:rtm2 v.l. iJv J. u iJv J. u 871 

=-e-·-~~VJ..!i!._ ~ dTJ WDWC 
12mn2u VJ. iJv.L OVJ._ • we+ (vJ.2/6u2) WD 

e• r d WD( 1 {) ofo uu(u- Vt) 1 a iJfo 
=--.J T) t,T))--VJ_-=- VJ.-· 

12:rtm2u_:., v J. av J. av J. 2 v J. av .1 av J. 

(41) 

In the integration we have neglected the narrow region 
of 11, in which we ~ (vVu2)WD, which makes a small 
contribution to the integral, and used formula (36) for 
wD(t, 11). We transform the second term in the right 
side of (40) by substituting the distribution function at 
Vz = v* in the form 

f = fo(t, VJ.2 + v,"- u2 (t)) + j.(t, v), (42) 

Going over to the variables Vz and w = v~ + v~, we write 
down this term as follows: 

(43) 

where the derivative with respect to Vz in the right side 
of this relation is calculated at w = canst. 

The equation for the determination of the distribution 
function behind the wave front, where only the cyclotron 
oscillations are significant, has in terms of the varia
bles Vz and w the form 

of= _e_' _ _!_ WD VJ.2 .!!_ 
at 12nm2 av, v.' av, . 

Substituting f from (42) in this equation and integrating 
along the line w = canst, we get 

•m 
1 8/o e2 VJ.2 df•j 
J-[t,w-u2 (t)]dv,= ---2WD(t,v,)-3 - • 

at 12:rtm v, av, • =•· 
~ ' 

In this equation 

With this 

if 
if 

Using (4ll)-(44), we rewrite (40) in the form 

(44) 
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r ato (t, v, ')dv, + "tato (t, w- u2 (t) )dv, 
J at ~ J at 
tJ, u 

The contour of integration with respect to Vz in this 
equation is shown in Fig. 5. 

FIG. 5. Contour of integration 
with respect to Vz in Eq. 45: I-v12 < 
<v2 2- u2, II-v12 >v2 2 -u2 

Neglecting small quantities of order £:.17 /u, we replace 
v* by u within the integration limits. Integrating with 
respect to vz, we obtain finally the following equation 
for fo(t, vi): 

We have put here 

Vm(V.L,u) = (v.l.2 +n')'f, 

if v.1_2 < u,2 - u2 , 

Vm(v.L,n) = Vz if v.1_2 > uz2-n2. 

(46) 

Equation (46), as well as the initial equation (12), was 
obtained under the condition A.= kJ.V}"/wH « 1. Inasmuch 
as kJ. - ki - wH/vz and vJ. - v2(v2- u) for cyclotron os
cillations, as will be shown below, it follows that the 
condition for applicability of (46) is 

(the distance traversed by the wave is large compared 
with the width of its front, but is small compared with 
the width of the plateau). For (46) to be valid at all 
values oft, this condition must be satisfied by the lower 
boundary Umin of the spectrum of the cyclotron oscilla
tions: V2- Umin << V2. 

In the present paper we consider the case when Umin 
is determined by the Cerenkov absorption of the cyclo
tron branch of oscillations on the plasma electrons. 
When this absorption is taken into account, the formula 
for the increment of the cyclotron oscillations with 
kz = wH/vz becomes 

(47) 

The first term in this formula determines the cyclotron 
buildup of the oscillations by the beam particles with 
velocity Vz. In the state with the plateau on the distribu
tion function, this term is given by formula (29). The 
second term in (47) determines the Cerenkov absorption 
of the same oscillations on particles with much smaller 
velocities, Vp = WoVz//3 WH << Vz. When Vp > vi, this 
absorption is insignificant, since the distribution func
tion at such values of Vp is close to the plateau. When 
vp < VI, the absorption becomes large and can change 
the sign of the increment. Indeed, assuming that when 

Vp < vi the distribution over the longitudinal velocities 
is Maxwellian, we obtain from (47) and (29) the following 
formula for the increment: 

yD=~~~~-_!_vn W<)(mup2)'f, exp{-mup2}· 
6 y3 no (()H2 u2 2 6 T 2T 

Determining VI from the relation (see (4 J) 

ex {- mv1'}~ ~ 1/ 2nT , 
p 2T n0 V mv,2 

we can readily show that when Vp < VI we have yD < 0. 
Thus, the lower limit of the spectrum of the cyclotron 
oscillations is 

In the case considered by us, the inclination of the 
plateau takes place only if Umin < Vz < v2. When 
Vz < Umin, the distribution with respect to the longi
tudinal velocities remains close to the plateau, but an 
appreciable smearing of the distribution with respect to 
the transverse velocities takes place; this smearing is 
described by Eq. (46). Confining ourselves in this equa
tion to terms of first order of smallness in the parame
ter (v2- u)/v2 « 1, we obtain 

ato +~_!_~v.l. ajo = Vm-u ('!!_~fo _a~) 
an 2 u .l_ av .l_ av .l_ v,- u, ' v .l. au .l_ dn; , 

{ n + V.J.2/2v2 if v.1_2 < 2vz(vz- u) 
Vm = v2 if V.J.2 > 2vz(Vz- u) 

In the highest order in the parameter (v2- u)/v2 « 1, 
when the terms transferred to the right side of (48) can 
be neglected, the solution of this equation entails no 
difficulty. Thus, if the initial distribution with respect 
to the transverse velocities is Maxwellian, the distribu
tion fo(T; vJ.) remains Maxwellian in this approximation 

n1 m ( mv.1.") 
/o(t,v_L')= v2 - v1 2nT(u)exp - 2T(u) ' (49) 

and the change of the transverse temperature on ap
proaching the front of the wave is determined from the 
equation 
dT / du ~ -mu, i.e., T(u) = T0 + m(v22 - n2) /2 ~ mvz(v,- u) 

(49') 
(The initial value of Tis assumed to be sufficiently 
small: To« mv2(v2- u)). 

When small terms - (v2- u)/v2 are taken into account 
in (48), the height of the plateau with respect to the 
longitudinal velocities, - j'f0dv 1 , changes. This change 
is a result of the diffusion of the resonant particles on 
the wave front in the region Vz < u. We then get from 
(48) 

f ( Vz ajo ajo )] +2(vz-u) J dv.J.V.L ---- . 
2v2(v2-U) V J.. av J.. au ' 

Substituting in the right side of this equation fo from (49) 
and integrating with respect to u and v 1 , we get 

1 n1 v2 -u 
Ll J /odVJ. ~ ----. 

e (v2 -v1) 2 
(50) 

Owing to the increase in the height of the plateau dur
ing the considered stage of relaxation, an increase takes 
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place in the longitudinal energy of the resonant particles 
when Vz < Umin· In first order in the parameter 
(v2- u)/v2 « 1, the increase of this energy is equal to 

(in obtaining the last relation we replaced approximately 
v2 by Vo and neglected V1 compared with Vo). 

For the increase of the transverse energy of the 
resonant particles upon relaxation, we have from (49) 
and (49'), with the same accuracy, 

6.~~= n1T ~ ntmvo(vo- Umin)· (52) 

The distribution function of the resonant particles in 
the region behind the front of the wave Vz > u(t) is, in 
accord with (42) and (49), 

I~ - 11
-1 ---m-·exp [--m- (v.L2 + v 2 - u2) J 

v2-Vt2nT(u) 2T(u) ' · 

The inclination of the plateau in this velocity region is 
accompanied by loss of energy by the resonant particles: 

6.o!!'C•J ~ ntm . r dv r' d ( 2 + 2) [- exp {-mv.L2/2T0} 
2(v2- v.) .l .LV.L J v, V.L v, To/m 

0 Umin 

+ exp {-m(v.L2 + vf- u.!in)/2T} J ~ _ n.mvo(Vo- Umin) (53) 
T/m 2e • 

Finally, the change of the energy of the Cerenkov 
branch of the oscillations in the relaxation stage under 
consideration is 

(5<1) 

The first term in this formula is the increase of the en
ergy of the Cerenkov oscillation branch when Vz < um:ln• 
connected with the increase of the height of the plateau 
and determined from (31'). The second term is the en-
ergy of the Cerenkov oscillations in the state with the 
plateau when Vz > umin· In the stage under considera
tion, the Cerenkov oscillations in this region of Vz, i.e., 
behind the wave front, attenuate to zero. 

The energy of the cyclotron branch of the oscilla
tions, as shown above, is smaller than D. .wC by a factor 
Wo/wH. Thus, (51)-(54) yield the energy conservation 
law in the higher order in the parameter w0 /wH: the 
energy lost by the oscillations and by the resonant par
ticles with velocities Vz > Umin is equal to the energy 
acquired by the resonant particles at Vz < umin· 
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